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Centred on the patient and across the life cycle of a medicines
REALISE THE POTENTIAL OF HEALTHCARE DATA & ANALYTICS
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• “All processing operations related to a specific clinical trial protocol during 
its whole lifecycle, from the starting of the trial to deletion at the end of the 
archiving period including data in marketing authorisation, shall be 
understood as primary use of clinical trial data”

• “This definition appears to exclude specific research activities that formed 
part of the planned further development of the medicine at the time that 
the trial was initiated but which go beyond the immediate trial.  
Researchers will need to reflect on how to ensure that relevant data is 
preserved during the longer-term development of the medicine.”

• Also excluded is the wider area of data other than clinical trial data

What is Secondary Use?

SECONDARY USE
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Risks & Benefits

SECONDARY USE

“Identified potential positive impacts include: improved 
treatments for patients; accelerated research and drug 
development, and therefore also accelerated treatment 

access; better understanding of and improvement of 
treatment efficacy; improved pharmacoepidemiology and 

pharmacovigilance.” 

negative impacts of reuse of health data 
..could occur if … companies broke 

personal data laws or if they used the 
data for purposes other than the original 

purposes. This could lead to less trust and 
restricted access to health data. Negative 
impacts of reuse of health data could also 

occur if…. companies conducted poor-
quality analyses. 
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Accountability Framework

RESPONSIBLE TRANSPARENCY

safeguards

Appropiate use

transparency
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Accountability Framework

RESPONSIBLE TRANSPARENCY

safeguards

Appropiate use

transparency

• Industry commitment to support data-sharing for 

research purposes

• Data Protection

• Incentives for innovation

• Regulatory decision-making

• Engagement with authorities in relation to institutional

transparency policies

• Role of data stewards/ trusted third parties in 

providing transparency regarding data uses

• Internal company controls

• Implementation of GDPR

• Subject rights

• Legal basis

• Data minimisation

• Public understanding
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Transparency should encompass all aspects of research, from  
initial RWD sourcing and curation, through study protocol 
development and analysis, to reporting of results. 

As the potential use of RWE to support decision-making for market 
authorization, reimbursement, and clinical guideline development 
grows, the need to trust that evidence grows correspondingly. 
Improving the culture of transparency can help shine light on study 

practices so that these end- users of the results are able to make a 
better determination about study quality for themselves. 
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Public Understanding

RESPONSIBLE TRANSPARENCY
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• The opportunities available to improve patient outcomes from better use of 
RWD are compelling

• Realising the potential is a « team effort » requiring political leadership and 
significant investment

• Transparency is an important element, but not the only element in 
maintaining public confidence

• RWE transparency raises new issues to those we saw in relation to Clinical
Trial Transparency

• The industry remains committed to responsible data-sharing and is ready to 
explore how this should work in the RWE space

Conclusions

SECONDARY USE & RESPONSIBLE TRANSPARENCY
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EFPIA Brussels Office

Leopold Plaza Building * Rue du Trône 108 

B-1050 Brussels * Belgium

Tel: + 32 (0)2 626 25 55

www.efpia.eu * info@efpia.eu

Thank you for your attention – any questions?
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